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as part of its study, CCG did the following:

 Met with regional and community 
stakeholders, as well as the dean, faculty 
and students of the school of urban  
affairs and Policy, to get an overview of the 
region and its competitive advantages and 
disadvantages.

 Conducted a full 4t Benchmarking 
analysis, comparing the region to  
10 other benchmark communities  
on a number of key economic, demo-
graphic and qualitative metrics relating 
to the 4ts. (these findings have already 
been presented to the uta president and 
advisors.)  

The University of Texas-Arlington 
and the Creative Class Group
the university of texas at arlington (uta) engaged the 
Creative Class Group (CCG) to examine the region’s assets 
and challenges and to engage university faculty and students, 
key stakeholders and community leaders in a more active and 
robust dialogue on the future of north texas. With uta as the 
anchor institution, CCG presented speeches, meetings and a 
comprehensive research assessment of the region to catalyze 
the conversation about growth and economic development.

 evaluated the area’s industry 
clusters (as well as those in Fort Worth, 
dallas, the texas triangle mega region 
and the state of texas as a whole) and 
presented its findings to uta leadership, 
students and faculty. 

 identified three industry clusters to 
review in more detail: arts/Culture, de-
fense and national security and trans-
portation/logistics. Working with the 
students, CCG examined each cluster in 
more detail to understand its competi-
tive advantages and challenges. 

 examined the region’s skill and 
talent base and evaluated talent projec-
tions for the region into 2018. (these 
findings were also presented to uta 
leadership.) 

  in order to move the conversation 
forward, CCG principal richard Florida 
keynoted the annual conference of the 
public/private regional planning group 
vision north texas. CCG team members 
also participated in discussions with 
working groups at the event.

  following the completion of CCG’s 
year-long study and analysis, CCG re-
search director steven Pedigo made a 
week-long visit to uta’s campus to meet 
with representatives from the area’s 
Chambers of Commerce, economic 
development officials, city and university 
leaders and other key stakeholders to 
share the most important findings. 

the following report offers a broad  
summary of the evaluation and achieve-
ments of the uta/CCG partnership.
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introduCtion

Introduction

if agrarianism’s chief input was land 
and industrialism’s contribution natural 
resources and labor, our emergent new 
economic order is driven by something 
intangible: creativity. 

the effects of this shift are being felt around 
the globe, but its impact is different in 
each region and locality. as michael Porter 
recently observed, “there is not one global 
economy but a collection of local econo-
mies.” north texas has experienced the 
effects of this shift both positively and nega-
tively, and there are a number of ways to 
leverage the shift to the region’s advantage. 

demographics play a critical role in 
this shift. as creativity has risen to the 
fore, a new social/economic class has 
arisen as well, comprised of the people 
whose economic function it is to create 
new ideas, new technologies and new 
creative content. these are people 
who work in science and engineering, 
architecture and design, education, arts, 
music and entertainment—a more and 
more significant component of north 
texas population. around this core are 
people in business and finance, law 
and health care who engage in complex 
problem solving that involves indepen-

dent judgment and requires significant 
levels of education or training. nation-
wide, some 41.4 million americans, 
roughly one-third of the american work-
force, belong to the Creative Class.

though relatively small in numbers, the 
Creative Class accounts for an outsized 
percentage of economic output and 
returns. its members take home 50% of 
wages and income and account for about 
70% of discretionary spending in the 
u.s. Creative economies are spiky—not 
all countries, states, regions and cities 
have them in equal measure, and those 
that do enjoy significant advantages over 
those that don’t. Creative companies go 
where creativity is already thriving and, 
increasingly, this is the feedback loop 
that drives regional prosperity. 

Following are topline assessments 
of the region’s relative strengths and 
weaknesses. 

the developed and developing nations of the world are in the 
midst of one of the greatest economic transformations in 
human memory, comparable to the shift from agrarianism  
to industrialism that began two centuries ago.

How does North 
Texas stack up 
as an emerging 
creative economy? 
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benChmarK
analysis

the new economic geography of creativ-
ity turns on what the CCG terms the 
4ts: technology, talent, tolerance and 
territorial assets. a community, city or 
region’s success in the creative economy 
will be driven by its ability to attract and 
retain creative talent. to do so, it must 
have an environment that is rich in each t. 

the ts are interdependent: each is a 
necessary but insufficient condition 
for prosperity.  a community with deep 
reservoirs of technology and world-class 
universities might fail to attract talented 
people (or retain those who pass through 
its schools and technology firms) because 
it is unequipped to welcome foreign, gay, 
female, islamic, nerdy or otherwise out-
of-the-mainstream people. on the other 
hand, a place that’s teeming with cutting-

edge galleries and hipster paradises but 
lacks a first-class university, will find 
itself at a similar disadvantage. 

beyond the 4ts, creative workers are 
generally looking for five attributes within 
their communities: basic services, oppor-
tunities, values, leadership and esthetics.   

For our benchmarking analysis, we 
compared north texas to all u.s. metros 
with populations of a million or more. For 
finer-grained analysis, we compared it to 
Chicago, houston, Phoenix, Philadelphia, 
san Francisco, seattle and Washington, 
d.C.  a full data scorecard is included in 
the appendix, and some of our key take-
aways are listed here.

4T Benchmark Analysis  
for North Texas

before breaking down the analysis, it’s helpful to first take 
a look at the 4ts.  

notable strengths  
of north texas:

 growing region. dallas-Fort Worth’s 
five-year employment growth is the 
sixth-highest among comparably sized 
metros. 

 Weathering the housing market 
storm. dallas-Fort Worth’s one-year 
housing appreciation was the fourth-
highest in 2010. 

 diverse community. dallas-Fort 
Worth has the 10th-highest share of 
non-white and non-black populations, 
the 11th-highest hispanic population 
share and ranks 11th on our melting Pot 
index, which measures the concentra-
tion of foreign-born residents. 

 young region. dallas-Fort Worth’s 
median age is the fifth-lowest among 
regions with populations of more than 
one million. 

 entrepreneurial spirit: dallas-Fort 
Worth has the fifth-highest ranking on 
our non-employer index. 

notable challenges  
of north texas:

 Moderate human capital. among 
metros with populations of more than a 
million, dallas-Fort Worth has only the 
27th-highest percentage of workers with 
ba degrees or higher. its Creative Class 
share is also 27th.   

 automobile dependent. dallas-Fort 
Worth ranks a discouraging 49th for its 
biking and walking share; 41st for public 
transportation. this is a reflection of the 
region’s high level of sprawl—and its 
corresponding lack of connection and 
cohesion.    

 lagging arts and recreation  
employment: dallas-Fort Worth is the 
47th-highest ranking metro for our 
arts and recreation location quotient 
in terms of arts and recreation employ-
ment and ranks 30th for its five-year 
growth in this sector.
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teChnoloGy

 

  Strong high-tech business concen-
tration and employment. the number of 
high-tech businesses in north texas is 
23% greater than the u.s. average, and 
high-tech employment is approximately 
28% higher than the rest of the nation. 

 Strong concentration of entre-
preneurs. dallas-Fort Worth ranks 
fifth-highest for entrepreneurs among 
u.s. metros with populations of a million 
plus.  

 Moderate (but growing) levels 
of venture capital. statewide, texas 
brought in $1.7 billion (158 deals) in 
2011, up 21% over 2007.  

 relatively average patent  
production. dallas-Fort Worth’s patent 
production is on par with places like 
Washington, d.C. and Chicago but  
significantly behind technology giants  
like san Francisco and seattle. there  
is, however, some reason for concern:  
in the past five years, patent growth  
has actually declined by nearly 13%.

The 4Ts in Depth

as previously mentioned, the 4ts represent a comprehensive 
strategy for organizations, cities, regions and countries to 
compete and prosper in the creative age.

technology / half a century ago, the great economist Joseph 
schumpeter highlighted the role of innovation in powering the rise of 
new industries. robert solow won his nobel Prize for identifying the 
role of technology in economic growth and development. Paul romer 
has shown how the accumulation of scientific and technical knowl-
edge drives endogenous economic growth. michael Porter and  
annalee saxenian, among others, have shown how clusters of high-
tech companies can propel whole new epochs of regional growth.  

How do the 
technology-related 
strengths of North 
Texas stack up?
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talent

 Moderate levels of human capital 
and Creative Class. nearly 30% of the 
metro workforce belongs to the Creative 
Class. as of 2009, some 318,554 stu-
dents were enrolled in college within  
the region.  

 north texas has been effective at  
attracting talent but could more ef-
fectively nurture its own talent base in 
order to fill future skill gaps. 

 a relatively young region. the  
median age in the region is 28. 

in order to better understand the region’s 
future talent and skill needs, CCG con-
ducted an occupational analysis. this 
technique provides an accurate assess-
ment of an area’s talent base, as opposed 
to an often-limiting assessment of indus-
try employment. overall, the occupational 
analysis examines more than 35 talent 
clusters. 

CCG conducted an occupational assess-
ment of north texas and the two metro 
divisions—arlington-Fort Worth and 
dallas-Plano—and included a forecast  
of the future talent and skill needs for  
the region. 

 Better and stronger together. like 
the region’s industry clusters, north 
texas has talent and human capital 
strengths that are not competing, but 
rather complementary. these strengths 
provide for a well-balanced talent pool 
for potential employers. arlington-Fort 

Worth’s capabilities in transportation, 
engineering, mechanics and electronics 
capabilities complement dallas-Plano’s 
advantages in business and financial 
services, design and computer soft-
ware/it services.  

 north texas’ talent clusters sup-
port the regional industry strengths. 
arlington-Fort Worth’s transportation 
and logistics sectors are supported by 
transit and engineering capabilities; 
dallas-Plano’s professional services 
and it/telecom industries are built to 
business service and it talent pools. 

 research and science must be  
upgraded. For all geographies, re-
search and science sector capabilities 
are well below the national average.   

 north texas faces a significant 
healthcare workforce gap.

talent / in the creative economy, economic prosperity is driven by 
human capital and talent. a community’s ability to attract and retain 
top talent is the defining issue of the creative age. north texas’ talent 
base effectively supports its industry sector, but the region will need  
to consider its future talent and skill needs in order to maintain its 
competitiveness.

What are North 
Texas’ human capital 
strengths and needs 
for the future?

What does the 
talent and skills 
assessment show for 
North Texas? 
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oCCuPational
strenGths

dallas-Plano 
challenges:

 research and science 
among bottom fi ve.  dallas-
Plano’s research and science 
cluster is well below the u.s. 
average—nearly 30%. the clus-
ter will add just 1,500 workers 
by 2018. education sector is 
13% below national levels.

 healthcare workers 
needed. all healthcare clusters 
are below the national 
average. 

dallas-Plano 
strengths:

 Computing talent center. 
dallas-Plano is the computing 
talent center for north texas; it 
services (78%) and Computer 
design (68%) clusters are sig-
nifi cantly above the u.s average 
and growing (23%). 

 Professionals. building to 
dallas-Plano’s business and 
fi nancial services capability, the 
cluster will add 116,000 work-
ers by 2018. 

 design clusters grow and 
strengthen. the design and ad-
vertising clusters will combine 
to add 137,000 workers by 2018. 
both clusters are well above the 
national average, 16% and 22% 
respectively.

arlington-fort Worth 
challenges:

 decrease in manufacturing. 
manufacturing is a skill strength 
for arlington-Fort Worth but one 
that is  expected to decline 4% by 
2018. 

 healthcare help wanted. all 
health talent clusters are well 
below the national average. Just 
to maintain its current status 
quo, arlington and Fort Worth will 
need to add 17,000 healthcare 
workers by 2018.

What are the 
occupational 
strengths and 
weaknesses of the 
metro divisions?

arlington-fort Worth 
strengths:

 transportation and logis-
tics expertise. arlington-Fort 
Worth’s transportation (17%) and 
mechanics (13%) clusters are 
well above the national average 
and among the area’s top four 
specializations with strong future 
growth. 

 improving it capabilities. it 
services cluster is expected to 
expand 22%, at the same pace as 
north texas.  

 engineering know-how. 
engineering cluster is 13% larger 
than the u.s. average and pro-
jected to expand 10% by 2018.  
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toleranCe
territory assets

 Concentration of artists and enter-
tainers. north texas’ bohemian con-
centration is slightly below the national 
average but greater than peer regions 
such as houston and Philadelphia. 

 Presence of foreign-born residents. 
north texas’ melting pot index score is 
41% greater than the u.s.  
average and surpassing Chicago,  
seattle and Phoenix.  

 gay and lesbian index. dallas-Fort 
Worth’s same sex couple representation 
is 13% larger than the u.s. average and 
on par with metro areas like Washing-
ton, d.C. and Philadelphia 

 growth of hispanic population. one 
in three dallas-Fort Worth residents is 
of hispanic origin.

though afflicted by sprawl and a lack 
of public transportation, dallas-Fort 
Worth has good housing affordability 
and a strong owner-to-renter ratio (1:91) 
compared to other metros. it is a relatively 

safe metro too, with only 410.8 violent 
crimes per 100,000 residents—a much 
better rate than that of houston or texas 
as a whole, and well below Philadelphia’s 
and san Francisco’s. 

tolerance / in order to foster the region’s talent, a tolerant, diverse,  
amenities-rich community is needed. For a region its size, north 
texas scores about average when compared to its peers on  
key tolerance measurements.  

How does the 
area’s diversity 
measure up?

territory assets / more than ever before, place matters.  
territory assets are the natural, built and psychological settings  
of a community. People want to live in communities that are unique 
and inspiring to them and rich with the amenities and services they 
need to live their lives efficiently and fully. 
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role oF the
university

despite all this, however, a university alone 
cannot transform a city or a region. the 
city’s decision makers and stakeholders 
must have the will and capacity to transform 
and capitalize on what the university produc-
es. unless, that is, a geographically defined 

ecosystem that can mobilize and harness 
creative energy is well-established. 

that said, the university of texas at 
arlington and other area universities 
have been contributors of technology in 

When examined through the lens of the first three ts—
technology, talent, tolerance—a number of critical issues
emerge surrounding the role the university of texas at
arlington and other area  universities and community colleges 
play in north texas.

technology / universities play a critical role in r&d and technology 
generation, and they are key contributors to regional development. 
Classic cases include stanford and mit, which had so much to do  
with the economic ascendancy of silicon valley and the route 128 
technology corridor in the boston area, as well as the university of 
texas in austin and the universities in the north Carolina research 
triangle. universities boast cutting-edge discoveries in their laboratories.  
they produce patents and spin off new businesses. they attract brilliant  
students and professors. 

The Role of the University  
in the Creative Economy

the region. From 2005 to 2008, uta has 
received $185.7 million in r&d dollars. 
the federal government accounts for 
about 55% of that, the state of texas for 
6%, industry 12 % and institutions (i.e., 
uta itself) 28%. each successive year has 
seen approximately an 11% increase over 
the year before. 

the Center for innovation at arlington 
is an incubator program that under-
takes biomedical, genetic, energy and 
educational research in partnership with 
local businesses. university of texas at 
arlington is also the home of a university 
based nanotechnology research facility, 
nanoFab research and teaching Facility, 
an interdisciplinary resource open to sci-
entists within and outside the university. 
all told, university of texas at arlington’s 

regional economic impact is approximate-
ly $1 billion.

in addition to uta’s efforts, other uni-
versities are making investments in the 
region’s research and technology capabili-
ties. the university of texas at dallas’ alan 
G. macdiarmid nanotech institute team 
is working with leading global scientists, 
mathematicians and designers to ensure 
leading nano science and research is 
commercialized. at southern methodist 
university, the Center for research for 
advanced manufacturing is working with 
the private sector to respond to industry 
needs and educate the next-generation 
of manufacturing engineers and re-
searchers. these are just a few of many 
examples. 
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talent
toleranCe

 Student body and enrollment. 
university of texas at arlington’s 
student body totaled 33,439 in 2011: 
76% (25,419) undergraduates and 24% 
(8,020) graduates—56% of the stu-
dents are female. total enrollment has 
increased 34% since 2007: graduate 
enrollment by 32% and undergraduate 
by 35%.  

 degrees awarded. since 2007, uni-
versity of texas at arlington has granted 
21,066 undergraduate degrees—5,103 
of them in 2011. 

 faculty. as of 2010, university of 
texas at arlington had 428 tenured, 235 
tenure-tracked and 783 non-tenured 
professors plus 708 teaching assistants: 
a total faculty of 2,154. tenured faculty 
is up by 14% since 2006; tenure track 
faculty by 21%. 

tolerance, Community and Quality of Place / universities 
help shape a regional environment that is open to new ideas and 
diversity—in short, to different kinds of people. they also help  
create a sense of community and provide amenities that communities  
otherwise would not have. a January 12, 2012, editorial in the Fort 
Worth star telegram hailed the opening of uta’s new arena and  
the College Park development as amenities that will stimulate  
“advancement in academics, cutting-edge research and a vibrant 
campus living environment” as well as “providing a catalyst for  
downtown arlington economic development.”

talent / universities affect a region’s talent both directly and  
indirectly. directly, they attract high human capital in the form of 
faculty and students. indirectly, they draw the creative workers that 
staff the companies that benefit from (or are directly spun off from) 
university-sponsored research and the countless creatives who  
prefer to live and work amid the intellectual and cultural ferment  
that is invariably a feature of college towns. 
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a creative city or region is a complex 
network. each component community in 
north texas, for example, offers a host 
of complementary strengths. on an even 
more macro scale are the clusters of cit-
ies and metros known as mega regions. 
the dallas-Fort Worth metro is part of 

the texas triangle—a mega that contains 
five of the nation’s 20 largest cities (dal-
las, Fort Worth, austin, san antonio and 
houston), is home to more than 70% of the 
people who live in texas (almost 20 million 
people) and whose GdP was $817.5 bil-
lion, or 7% of the u.s. total as of 2010.  

more and more, mega regions (which 
are frequently transnational) are sup-
planting nation states as the world’s true 
economic engines. but if cities, regions 
and mega-regions, both shape and are 
shaped by the changing economy, they are 
not self-organizing or autonomous. before 
they can reach their optimal form, physi-
cal infrastructure needs to be constructed 
and sound planning policies undertaken. 
significant investments—in human and 
physical capital—are required. 

the texas triangle, for example, whose 
sides are 271, 198 and 241 miles long, is 
singularly lacking in high-speed train ser-
vice. before it can function optimally, the 

region needs to be knit closer together. 
the same is true for north texas, whose 
citizens are spread out and overly car-
dependent. a great public institution like 
the university of texas at arlington can 
assume a key role in shaping the future of 
a place by advocating for sounder develop-
ment policies, acting not just as a talent 
magnet, but as a think tank and even a po-
litical power center. as a source of focus, 
vision, creative energy and human capital, 
a university can be the pivot upon which a 
regional economy turns and changes.

12
state oF the 
eConomy

State of the Dallas Fort-Worth 
Regional Creative Economy
as the largest metro in the south, the fourth largest metro  
in the u.s. and the 10th largest metro in the americas, dallas-
Fort Worth is the economic and cultural hub of north texas. 
its Gross metropolitan Product is the sixth largest in the nation 
and about the 10th largest in the world. While many areas of 
the u.s. have struggled during the economic downturn, north 
texas has held up fairly well. 
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Key
taKeaWays

Key Takeaways 
from CCG Analysis

overall Strengths 
and Challenges of 
north texas:

 the region is better and stronger to-
gether. overall, the region has strengths 
that are not competitive but complemen-
tary. this provides for a well-rounded 
economy.  For example, arlington-Fort 
Worth’s strengths in manufacturing, 
transportation and logistics supports 
dallas-Plano’s strengths in it, business 
services and defense/security industries 
(and vice versa).  

 transportation and logistics assets 
help connect the region. although 
sprawl is a signifi cant issue in dallas-
Fort Worth (and in the texas triangle 
and, indeed, in texas as a whole), 

arlington-Fort Worth’s strengths in 
logistics are a bright spot. some of the 
industrial sectors that are most immune 
to offshoring are warehousing, trans-
portation and distribution. dallas-Fort 
Worth airport is an important freight and 
transportation hub, for both the region 
and the u.s. as a whole. in the new 
global economy, connectivity is critical. 
though landlocked, dallas-Fort Worth 
played a signifi cant role in making texas 
the fi rst u.s. state to record $100 billion 
plus in trade with a foreign nation.

 education and knowledge sector 
can be improved. despite dallas-Fort 
Worth’s relatively robust high-tech sec-
tor, its education metrics are below the 
national average. Clearly this imposes a 
ceiling on technological growth.

Following are some of the highlights of CCG’s analysis of 
north texas’ regional economy cluster strengths. the full data 
presentations and evaluations are available on the university of 
texas-arlington’s website.

dallas-Plano 
weaknesses:

 education: like Fort Worth, 
the cluster is nearly half the 
size of the national average; 
however, it is growing slightly 
faster than the national aver-
age. 

 Manufacturing: Just at the 
national average but decreasing 
2% annually.

arlington-fort Worth 
challenges:

 education. half the national 
average and growing slower 
than the u.s. as a whole.  

 arts and recreation. 21% 
smaller than the national aver-
age and decreasing almost 4% 
annually.

dallas-Plano 
strengths:

 it and telecom. 57% higher 
concentration than the u.s. 
average and employing almost 
16% of the dallas workforce. 

 Business services. 60% 
larger than the national average 
and growing 2%. the obvi-
ous the business center of the 
region.  

 Publishing. 57% larger than 
u.s. average and growing at 6% 
annually.

arlington-fort Worth 
strengths:

 transportation and logistics. 
40% higher concentration than 
u.s. average and growing 6% 
annually.  Provides a critical con-
nection to global economy. 

 Manufacturing. 49% higher 
than national average and 
increasing 3% annually. Will 
strengthen as more manufactur-
ing returns to the states.

 Biomedical. 12% lower than 
the u.s. average but growing sig-
nifi cantly. has promise as more 
investment dollars fl ow into life 
sciences. 
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a Closer looK

 arts and Culture. this is a sector 
that is lagging behind the national aver-
age. 1,400 movie production jobs were 
lost in dallas between 2005 and 2010. 
despite investments in high-level per-
forming arts (symphony, ballet), dallas 
has not produced  anything like the
street-level arts scene that has come to
define austin.

 

 transportation and logistics. a real 
strength of the region, given its location, 
airport and inland ports. driven  
by north texas, texas was the number 
one export state in the u.s.  

 defense and national Security. a 
strong industry cluster for the region, 
but driven by defense spending during 
the bush presidency. in the past few 
years, military spending has declined 
significantly. 

A Closer Look
uta graduate student teams also looked at three industry 
clusters in more detail: arts and Culture, logistics and 
transportation and defense/logistics. the goal was to better 
understand the potential of these clusters and their future 
impact on the region. these full cluster evaluations are 
available on the website of the university of texas at arlington.
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GoinG ForWard

 Continue to work together to further 
regional causes. the region is stronger 
if it works together instead of focusing 
on how one municipality can outplay 
another.  

 vision north texas is a great example 
of regional cooperation; however, this 
is more on the public planning side and 
less on economic development. the re-
gion needs the same type of cooperation 
on economic development issues.    
 

 the positive spillovers from the new 
Cowboys stadium in arlington have 
generally redounded to the benefit of 
the region as a whole. the cutthroat 
competition over siting the stadium, on 
the other hand, benefited no one. 

 look to places like Silicon valley’s 
Joint venture. established in 1993, 
Joint venture brings private, public and 
university leaders together to work on 
a broad list of regional issues rang-
ing from development, infrastructure, 
transportation and communications to 
education, health care, disaster plan-
ning, climate change and more. 

 leverage regional higher educa-
tion institutions like University of texas 
at arlington for growth. universities 

make substantial economic contribu-
tions of their own, they are a source of 
tech transfer and they help train local 
workforces. they have an incalculable 
impact on tolerance and overall quality 
of life. schools like the institute for 
regional economics can supply invalu-
able economic development expertise 
and analysis. beyond that, the university 
Ceo Council for the dallas regional 
Chamber can continue to help bridge the 
gap between the region’s private sector 
and higher education institutions. 

Region Going Forward
the following insights can help the region build on its 
competitive assets and address some of the aforementioned 
challenges. 
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Discovery and Engagement

november 2010   Creative Class 
Group Founder and Professor rich-
ard Florida, rana Florida, CCG Ceo, 
and steven Pedigo, CCG director of 
research, make two-day visit to ut-
arlington campus for meeting with stu-
dents, faculty and various community 
and business stakeholders, including 
mayors from arlington and Fort Worth

March 2011   Creative Class Group 
team briefs President spaniolo and 
university of texas leadership on 
dallas-Fort Worth 4ts (technology, tal-
ent, tolerance and territory assets)

april 2011   steven Pedigo, CCG di-
rector of research, presents 4t analysis 
to school of urban and Public affairs 
(suPa) students and faculty, describing 
how-tos, methods and approaches 

May 2011   Creative Class Group 
team briefs President spaniolo and 
university of texas leadership on north 
texas’ industrial cluster strengths

June 2011   steven Pedigo, CCG di-
rector of research, presents industrial 
cluster fi ndings to suPa students and 
faculty, describing how-tos, methods 
and approaches 

July 2011   steven Pedigo, CCG 
director of research, kicks off summer 
research project with three groups 
of suPa students examining three 
regional industry clusters: arts and cul-
ture, transportation and logistics and 
defense and national security

august 2011   steven Pedigo, 
CCG director of research, and suPa 
students convene biweekly to assess 
process and answer questions about 
methods and fi ndings

october 2011   Creative Class Group 
Founder and Professor richard Florida, 
rana Florida, CCG Ceo, and steven 
Pedigo, CCG director of research, at-
tend vision north texas conference.  
Professor Florida presents key note 

address and Creative Class Group team 
engages in breakout sessions regarding 
economic development, planning and 
quality of life

october 2011   Creative Class Group 
team briefs President spaniolo and 
university of texas leadership on north 
texas’ talent cluster strengths

november 2011   steven Pedigo, CCG 
director of research, makes two-day visit 
to university of texas campus to present 
initial fi nal fi ndings to regional business 
and community stakeholders;  steven 
also attends and participates in several 
suPa classes and discussions

november 2011   steven Pedigo, CCG 
director of research, provides feedback 
to institute of urban studies on business 
and growth plan

december 2012   steven Pedigo, CCG 
director of research, participates in ar-
lington Chamber of Commerce steering 
committee on economic and business 
development 

March 2012   Creative Class Group 
team delivers initial fi nal fi ndings to 
President spaniolo and university of 
texas leadership from year-long 
engagement

the leadership, faculty and students at the university of texas 
at arlington are passionate regional stakeholders who are truly 
invested in the future of north texas and the university. this 
section of the report captures the time CCG spent working with 
the university, our joint accomplishments and the stakeholders 
who provided feedback on the analysis. 

ongoing and other 
accomplishments  
in addition to the accomplishments 
at left, the Creative Class Group is 
also doing the following:

 CCG Founder and Professor 
richard Florida is providing 
feedback to university of texas 
at arlington assistant Professor 
Carl Grodach on his forthcoming 
book with dan silver on Creative 
Cities. dr. Florida is also writing 
the forward for the book. 

 Professor Florida is serving 
on the dissertation committee for 
university of texas at arlington Ph.d 
student michael seaman. Profes-
sor Florida and the CCG team also 
worked with michael to get his work 
featured by the national Public ra-
dio, Wired magazine and the atlantic 
Cities. michael attended the Creative 
economy at the martin Prosperity 
institute at the university of toronto. 

 the CCG team and Professor 
Florida provided feedback to assis-
tant Professor andrew Whittemore 
on his research about the tea Party 
and the impact on public planning. 
the CCG was able to help Professor 
Whittemore secure media place-
ment with the atlantic. 
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Stakeholders 
 

arlington Chamber of Commerce

arlington Center for innovation 

arlington department of Community 
development and  Planning

office of arlington mayor robert Chuck

town of argyle office of town manager 
lyle dresher

office of Cedar hill mayor rob Frankle

dallas morning news

dallas regional Chamber of Commerce

office of dallas mayor mike rawlings

denton economic development  
Partnership

Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce

Fort Worth star telegram

office of Fort Worth mayor betsy Price

north Central texas  
Council of Government

north texas housing Coalition

north texas Commission

Plano economic development

tarrant County Public health

united Way of metro dallas

university of texas at arlington  
school of architecture

university of texas at arlington College of 
education and health Professions

university of texas at arlington  
office of the President

university of texas at arlington  
office of the Provost 

university of texas at arlington  
school of urban and Public affairs

urban land institute

vision north texas

throughout the process, 
the CCG team met with 
many regional business 
and civic leaders, as well as 
university representatives, 
to discuss our engagement 
with the university of texas. 
organizations include:
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4t sCoreCard: north texas

        

  Population 1-year growth 2.3% 1.4% 2.3% 2.3% 1.9% 0.7% 2.2%

  Population 25-year growth 88.3% 50.5% 90.2% 84.7% 54.3% 30.2% 82.0%

  Population density 717.2 686.9 774.1 623.7 94.7 86.8 405.1

  employment 5-year growth 6.2% 0.2% 6.2% 6.9% 8.6% -0.4% 7.8%

  employment density 318.6 298.2 360.4 250.0 39.4 37.2 175.2

  Per capita income $29,198 $27,198 $27,625 $26,328 $24,077 $26,409 $26,006

  Per capita income 10-year growth 37.6% 45.8% 35.7% 41.9% 49.0% 47.4% n/a

  housing value $149,700 $232,800 $158,300 $135,400 $125,800 $185,200 $147,285

  Creativity index 32.5 32.4 40.4 26.3 39.3 n/a n/a

        

  innovation index 7.5 10.5 9.2 3.7 29.7 n/a n/a

  Patent 5-year growth -13.4% -4.0% -15.4% -2.4% 0.1% -2.2% 2.6%

  Patents per 100K residents 26.5 37.1 32.8 13.6 23.9 26.8 36.3

  tech pole index 17.35 11.09 n/a n/a 32.3 n/a n/a

  high tech business 5-year growth 9.8% 10.0% 8.8% 9.8% 8.8% 8.5% 2.8%

  high tech business lQ 1.23 1.14 1.22 1.23 0.9 1.00 1.19

  high tech employment lQ 1.38 1.11 1.47 0.87 1.04 1.00 1.30

    regions      dal-austin 
   north above a dallas- arlington -  U.S.  Mega
  MeaSUre texas Million Plano fort Worth- texas average region

technology

overall indicators

note: throughout the report, north texas refers to the dallas-Fort Worth-arlington, 
tx metropolitan statistical area.
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                     talent talent index 40.1 42.7 44.4 31.3 26.4 n/a n/a

  non-employer index 1.22 0.98 1.19 1.29 1.25 1.00 1.19

  bachelors degree and above % 30.0% 31.3% 32.0% 25.9% 25.5% 27.9% 29.4%

  advanced degree % 9.8% 11.5% 10.7% 7.9% 8.5% 10.3% 9.8%

  no high school diploma % 18.1% 13.3% 1.2% 2.1% -0.1% 14.8% 17.2%

  brain gain index 0.69 1.01 0.74 0.55 0.71 1.00 n/a

  median age 33 36.4 32.9 33.2 33.1 36.8 33.0

  university enrollment  318,554 199,915 222,199 96,255 1.4 million 19.6 million 670,766

  student-faculty ratio 33 to 1 29 to 1 34 to 1 32 to 1 29 to 1 27 to 1 31 to 1

  Creative Class workers 860,000 466,378 636,780 223,220 2.9 million 37.6 million 1.5 million

  Creative Class % 29.6% 30.1% 31.1% 26.1% 28.0% 28.8% 29.7%

  Creative Class 1-year -0.3% -0.0% 1.1% 2.1% 1.2% -0.3% 0.9%
  employment growth 

  Creative Class 1-year 2.8% 1.9% 2.0% 5.5% 4.9% 2.1% 4.9%
  total wage growth 

  Creative Class average $73,381 $71,236 $75,390 $67,651 $68,326 $70,478 $69,691
  annual salary 

  super Creative class workers 542,140 280,092 393,040 149,080 1.9 million 24.5 million 952,040

  super Creative Class % 18.7% 19.2% 19.2% 17.4% 18.7% 18.7% 19.2%

  super creative Class 1-year 0.8% -0.0% -0.4% 3.9% 1.8% 0.0% 1.5%
  employment growth 

  super Creative Class 1-year   4.7% 2.5% 3.5% 8.6% 6.3% 2.5% 6.5%
  total wage growth 

     

    regions      dal-austin
   north above a dallas- arlington-  U.S.  Mega
  MeaSUre texas Million Plano fort Worth texas average region
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talent continued super Creative Class average $64,685 $63,678 $66,110 $60,928 $60,757 $62,472 $62,247
  annual salary 

  service sector workers 1,397,450 708,696 981,270 416,180 4.9 million 63.9 million 2.4 million

  service sector % 48.1% 49.3% 47.9% 48.6% 48.6% 49.0% 49.2%

  service sector 1-year -2.2% -3.0% -2.9% -0.6% -0.4% -2.6% -1.2%
  employment growth 

  service sector 1-year total 1.5% -1.4% 1.1% 2.6% 3.8% -0.8% 2.9%
  wage growth 

  service sector average $32,000 $31,695 $32,790 $30,138 $29,054 $30,871 $30,401
  annual salary

  Working sector workers 645,120 283,871 428,390 216,730 2.4 million 28.6 million 1.1 million

  Working sector % 22.2% 20.4% 20.9% 25.3% 23.2% 21.9% 21.1%

  Working sector 1-year -6.2% -9.3% -5.6% -7.3% -4.5% -8.7% -6.1%
  employment growth 

  Working sector 1-year total -3.2% -7.2% -2.6% -3.2% -0.3% -6.4% -3.0%
  wage growth   

  Working sector average $33,876 $37,477 $33,238 $35,137 $33,699 $36,561 $32,829
  annual salary      

        

    regions      dal-austin
   north above a dallas- arlington-  U.S.  Mega
  MeaSUre texas Million Plano fort Worth texas average region
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    regions      dal-austin 
   north above a dallas- arlington-  U.S.  Mega
  MeaSUre texas Million Plano fort Worth texas average region

             tolerance tolerance index 51.4 48.1 44.8 33.2 28.3 n/a n/a

  boho index 0.91 1.05 0.99 0.74 0.79 1.00 0.91

  Gay and lesbian index 1.13 1.16 1.21 0.98 0.90 1.00 1.12

  Gay index 1.21 1.20 1.49 0.65 0.84 1.00 1.06

  lesbian index 1.06 1.13 0.95 1.28 0.96 1.00 1.18

  non-white and non-black  17.7% 12.6% 18.9% 15.1% 14.7% 12.8% 16.8%
  population %  

  melting pot index 1.41 1.03 1.55 1.14 1.28 1.00 1.2

  hispanic population % 28.0% 15.2% 29.5% 24.9% 36.9% 15.8% 31.9%

territory assets owner-to-renter ratio 1.7 to 1 1.9 to 1 1.6 to 1 1.9 to 1 1.8 to 1 1.9 to 1 1.6 to 1

  average commute time  26.1 25.5 26.3 25.8 24.6 25.2 25.2

  biking and walking (% of workforce) 1.5% 2.9% 1.6% 1.3% 2.0% 3.4% 1.9%

  Public transportation 1.5% 4.2% 1.9% 0.8% 1.6% 4.9% 1.8%
  (% of workforce)

  difference between January 40.6 38.3 n/a n/a 40.6 n/a 37.6
  and July temperature 

  annual percipitation  37.1 36.9 n/a n/a n/a n/a 38.3

  violent crimes per 100K residents 410.8 485.5 400.8 431.2 490.9 429.4 415.4

  Property crimes per 100K residents 3,912.7 3,368.9 3,819.3 4,103.6 4,015.5 3,036.1 4,211.3

  arts and recreation 0.71 0.92 0.70 0.74 0.73 1.00 0.77
  establishments lQ

  arts and recreation establishments  9.4% 10.1% 8.2% 12.0% 7.5% 9.0% 10.5%
  5-year growth 
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richard florida Brings Creative Class group Project to Ut arlington, north texas 
university oF texas at arlinGton neWs Center, november 2010 
http://www.uta.edu/ucomm/mediarelations/press/2010/11/florida-comes-to-ut-arlington.html

richard florida, Creative Class group Come to north texas to Work with Ut arlington 
dallas Fort Worth re-imaGined, november 2010 
http://dfwreimagined.com/2010/11/14/richard-florida-creative-class-group-come-to-north-texas-to-work-with-ut-arlington/

richard florida, economic development expert, Comes to Uta 
the shorthorn, november 2010 
http://www.theshorthorn.com/index.php/news/archives/14467-richard-florida-economic-development-expert-comes-to-uta

What type of future is Ut-arlington Building towards 
Fort Worth star teleGram, november 2010 
http://www.star-telegram.com/2010/11/12/2627816/what-sort-of-a-future-is-ut-arlington.html

texas youth Movement taking root 
Fort Worth star teleGram, January 2011 
http://www.star-telegram.com/2011/01/21/2788080/texas-youth-movement-taking-root.html

the indie-rock Club Behind omaha’s $100 Million Creative Boom 
nPr and Wired maGazine, June 2011 
http://www.npr.org/blogs/money/2011/06/06/136896920/the-indie-rock-club-behind-omahas-100-million-creative-boom

Cooperation Key to north texas economic Success 
Fort Worth business Press and Collin CounCil business Press, november 2011 
http://www.fwbusinesspress.com/news/Cooperation-key-to-north-texas-economic-success.html?searchterm=richard+florida+ut+arlington

visiting Scholar richard florida Suggests how to develop d-fW at regional Summit Meeting 
the shorthorn, oCtober 2011 
http://www.theshorthorn.com/index.php/news/citystate/28297-visiting-scholar-richard-florida-suggests-how-to-develop-d-fw-at-regional-summit-meeting

Why Planners need to take agenda 21 Criticism More Seriously 
the atlantiC, February 2012 
http://www.theatlanticcities.com/neighborhoods/2012/02/why-planners-need-take-agenda-21-criticism-more-seriously/1159/

Press




